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The RSA private key is comprised of a modulus (n), the public exponent (e), the private exponent (d), 
prime 1 (p), prime 2 (q), exponent 1 (d mod (p-1)), exponent 2 (d mod (p-1)), and coefficient ((inverse of 
q) mod p).  Once again, the 2048 bit key length is referring only to the length of the modulus (n), so the 
overall length of the private key would be longer given the number of additional components which 
comprise the key and the overhead of encoding (e.g., ASN.1) of the key material. 

KMIP implementations need to ensure they do not make assumptions about the actual length of 
asymmetric (public and private) key material based on the value specified in the Cryptographic Length 
attribute. 

3.20 Default Crypto Parameters 
There are certain cryptographic parameters that the server must know in order to create objects.   These 
parameters are the CryptographicAlgorithm (e.g., AES), the CryptographicLength (e.g., 128) and the 
CryptographicUsageMask.  These parameters can be provided to the server by the client.  Servers may 
supply defaults for some or all of these parameters, and if a client omits them, the server will fill in the 
values and satisfy the client request rather than failing the request.  The server defaults are discoverable 
via Query Defaults Information. These ObjectDefaults have been augmented in v2.1 in several ways: 1) 
they can be made specific to specific ObjectGroups (the name(s) of the groups to which it applies now 
appears in the ObjectDefaults), 2) a particular ObjectDefaults can apply to more than one ObjectType 
(e.g. SymmetricKey and SplitKey), 3) there is now an in-protocol operation (SetDefaults) that allows a 
client with sufficient privileges to either remove all the ObjectDefaults (via SetDefaults with an empty set 
of ObjectDefaults) or supply a new set of ObjectDefaults (via SetDefaults with some ObjectDefaults 
specified), 

 

3.21 Constraints 
Just as Defaults can now be supplied to or by the server, the server may be constrained to only permit 
certain cryptographic parameters to be used.  For example, one may constrain the server to only allow 
public keys with a particular CryptographicAlgorithm (e.g., ECDSA) and/or a particular 
CryptographicLength (e.g., 512).  Such Constraints are expressed in a Constraints object with 
ObjectTypes, ObjectGroups and Attributes.  The client may get a list of them from a server via 
GetConstraints, and sufficiently privileged clients can set them with SetConstraints.  

3.213.22 Multi-instance Hash 
The Digest attribute contains the output of hashing a managed object, such as a key or a certificate. The 
server always generates the SHA-256 hash value when the object is created or generated. KMIP allows 
multiple instances of the digest attribute to be associated with the same managed object. For example, it 
is common practice for publicly trusted CAs to publish two digests (often referred to as the fingerprint or 
the thumbprint) of their certificate: one calculated using the SHA-1 algorithm and another using the MD5 
algorithm. In this case, each digest would be calculated by the server using a different hash algorithm. 

3.223.23 Extractable and Sensitive Attributes 
KMIP supports attributes which can be used to indicate the sensitivity of a cryptographic object and 
whether a cryptographic object may leave the server.  These attributes are modeled after similar 
attributes within [PKCS#11]. 

The Sensitive attribute is used to specify whether a cryptographic object can only leave the KMIP server 
(via the Get operation) in wrapped (encrypted) form. 

The Always Sensitive attribute is used to track whether a cryptographic object has ever been considered 
sensitive during its existence within the KMIP server. 

The Extractable attribute is used to control whether a cryptographic object is ever allowed to leave the 
KMIP server. 


